Precedence: ROUTINE

Date: 01/21/2010

To: Sacramento

From: Sacramen	Chico Resident Agency

Contact: IA

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 021as01.542

Title: INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT;
LIAISON ACTIVITIES;
DOMAIN MANAGEMENT;
REDDING RA;
INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT;
PRODUCTS CREATED BY

Synopsis: Document of responsibility.

Details: Writer established

Writer was conducting research for a Domain Intelligence Note on the and

The contacts were as follows:

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

UPLOADED
To: Sacramento  From: Sacramento  01/21/2010
Re: 

Accomplishment Information:

Number: 5
Type:
ITU: INTEL PROGRAM
Claimed By
SSN: 
Name: 
Squad 

**

UNCLASSIFIED